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Dead Mans Curve
By Rodney Howard Degnan

Bright Pen. Paperback. Condition: New. 304 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.7in.When a brutal
murder rocks the sleepy seaside town of Westlake on Sea, the call goes out to maverick detective DCI
Mick Mustard to lead the investigation. He assembles his tight band of men who begin to sift through
a myriad of suspects. The devastated parents seek closure, but from the post mortem examination
and the witness enquires, the shocking secret life of the victim begins to slowly unravel. DCI Mick
Mustards traditional approach is challenged by his newly appointed assistant chief who is keen to
get a result. Likewise the new superintendent wants the case solved so she can bask in the reflected
glory. This clash of street cop and management cop cultures leads to tensions. The arrival of
criminal profiler Professor Black at the invitation of the assistant chief adds fuel to the fire. Mick
Mustards team rely on using his tried and tested bad cop good cop techniques. By contrast
Professor Black uses the analytical approach of profiling to try and solve the case. His findings lead
to a shocking revelation that sends shockwaves through the village. The prolonged investigation
takes the reader on a...
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Reviews
This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Pr of. K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS
This kind of book is every little thing and taught me to looking ahead of time and a lot more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Justus Hetting er
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